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Organisation of Research in France
 42 000 researchers and engineers in public research organisations :
 CNRS - Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique   
multidisciplinary
 CEA – Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique
 INRA - Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
 INSERM - Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale 
 INRIA - Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en 
Automatique
 CNES – Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
 CEMAGREF - Centre national du Machinisme Agricole, du Génie 
Rural, des Eaux et Forêts 
 IFREMER - Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation durable 
de la Mer 
 51 000 researchers and engineers in
 Higher Education institutions : 85 universities + « grandes écoles »
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Outputs
 Budget : 13 b € in 2004 (global R&D budget 35 b€)
 93 000 researchers (includ. PhD students) who produce ~ 70.000- 90 000 
documents/year
 French publications account for 13.6% (Europe) and 4.7% (world)
 By disciplines :
 Biology : 4.8%
 Medical research : 4.5%
 Applied Biology : 3.7%
 Chemistry : 4.5%
 Physics : 5.2%
 Earth and Universe Sciences : 5.0%
 Engineering : 4.3%
 Mathematics : 7.1%
 Our goal : a average monthly deposit rate of ~7 000 documents
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Some new key bodies
 ANR (Agence Nationale de la Recherche) 
 Goal : foster the transfer of public research results towards the industry
 Call for tenders, call for proposals, permanent open calls
 Budget for 2006 :590 m€ (825 m€ planned for 2007)
 Political trend for research : more project-driven, more finalised
 All scientific outputs produced under funded research in open access ?
 AERES ( Agence pour l’évaluation de la Recherche et de 
l’Enseignement Supérieur)
 Research organisations assessment
 Research units assessment
 Validation of researchers activities assessment procedures
 Should take into account publications deposited in IR
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HAL, the (initial) CCSD’s Mission
 Centre pour la Communication Scientifique Directe created in 
2000, hosted by IN2P3 Computing Center in Lyon
 An initiative for multidisciplinary scientific archives 
 An international approach
 Joining the open archives movement (no restriction to building a national 
or institutional archive)
 An essentially researcher-centered approach:
 Archives directly built by researchers with as primary objective the creation
of a scientific tool providing access to the full-text of a document 
 A  long-term archival mission 
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ArXiv, The example in Physics and 
Mathematics for over 10 years
 An initiative of Paul Ginsparg at Los Alamos
 4 000 manuscripts deposited each month
 500 000 manuscripts deposited to date
 300 000 daily searches
 Mirror sites all over the world
Australia, Brazil, China, Germany, India, Israel
Italy, Japan, Russia, South Africa, France
South Korea, Spain, Taiwan, England, and so on
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HAL: A multidisciplinary platform
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A CORE METADATA SET   
Articles in peer-reviewed journals
Guest conference papers
Peer-reviewed proceedings
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Depositing in HAL
 Deposit conditions 
 Streamlined identification
 Auto-validated account (institutional authentification possible)
 Contributors: authors, librarians, scientific publishers, etc.
 Required scientific level
 « Any article that, if submitted to a peer-reviewed journal, would
be sent to a reviewer »
 Controls prior to onlining
 Technical check
 Cursory scientific validation by field or submission portal
 Open document format
 Mandatory display format (PDF, PS)
 Source files recommended
 Unretractable deposit
 Ability to deposit new versions
 All versions are accessible to any Net surfer
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Deposit
 A streamlined process
 4 steps
1. Metadata
2. Author(s), laboratory affiliation(s), institution(s)
3. [document downloading]
4. Recap control, deposit
 Back if needed
2
authorsmetadata recapfiles
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Centralize archives – customize interfaces
 1 central repository
 Instances
 Deposit interface, customized metadata set
 Search / Browse interface
 Maintenance of process
 Upload from local systems
 INRA, IRD, IFREMER,… have their own archiving system (but not 
open !)
 Universities are currently implementing digital environment
 Virtual collections
 « Stamps » : Automatic or manual
 Hierarchical collections
 Can also have a homepage
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Deposit portals
Full textll t t
Bibliographic
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On a single platform …multiple archives
 HAL Hyperarticle en ligne http://hal.ccsd.cnrs.fr
 TEL Thèses en ligne http://tel.ccsd.cnrs.fr/
 HAL-SHS Les archives des Sciences de l'Homme 
et de la Société http://halshs.ccsd.cnrs.fr/
 HAL-IN2P3 Les archives de l'IN2P3 http://hal.in2p3.fr/
 HAL-INRIA Les archives de l'INRIA http://hal.inria.fr/
 HAL-INSERM Les archives de l'INSERM http://www.hal.inserm.fr/
 Archive-EduTice éducation et Tic http://archive-edutice.ccsd.cnrs.fr/
 Archive de l'Institut Jean Nicod http://jeannicod.ccsd.cnrs.fr/
 @rchiveSic Sciences de l'Information et de la Communication 
http://archivesic.ccsd.cnrs.fr/
 Artxiker Archive pour la langue basque http://artxiker.ccsd.cnrs.fr/
 CIEL Codes Informatiques en ligne http://ciel.ccsd.cnrs.fr/









Virtual / customized collections
STAMPINGI
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The HAL platform
 Entirely developed by the CCSD … and constantly evolving
 Open Technologies
 LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP)
 Deposit: AJAX-based deposit interfaces
 Interfaces: REDIF, OAI-PMH, SOAP, RSS
 Secured environment (hosted by the IN2P3’s Computer Center)
 Partnership with INRIA
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Interoperability and interconnections
 OAI-PMH
 Multi formats including OAI_DC (Non qualified Dublin Core)
 REDIF 
 For harvesting with RePeC (Economists)
 SOAP
 For depositing with access to directories
 RSS feeds
 Connections 
 arXiv in Physics and Mathematics (Biology), exclusively from HAL to arXiv
 PubMed Central (HAL-INSERM)
 Since February 2006, record import feature from PubMed Central 
 Transfer to PubMed Central currently being studied
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Full-text deposits in the whole archive
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A major political step
 General agreement for a coordinated national approach to open access
to scholarly communication
 CEMAGREF, CIRAD, CNRS, CPU(Universities), INRA, INRIA, INSERM, Pasteur 
Institute, IRD, Conférence des Grandes Ecoles
 Representing more than 80% of the French research community
 Topics for coordinated effort:
 raising awareness in the scientific community, 
 directory of laboratories and research institutions, research fields, 
 core metadata set,
 interconnection between local systems and HAL,
 long term preservation,
 legal support to authors etc
 Committees involving major players and RESEARCHERS
 Strategic committee
 Technical committee
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What’s next ?
 Still a lot of problems…
 Need a formal political umbrella
 Need a multi-institutions technical body
 Need more resources (dedicated staff)
 Take into account scientific data
 Mandating deposit ?
 European level : the DRIVER project
 But positive signs
 Trend of the deposit curve
 Other public research organisations are knocking at the door
 Politicians seem interested
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Question to the Minister from a MP
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Thank You !
